l Notation* We write R n for the ^-dimensional Euclidean space. Addition and multiplication in R n are defined component-wise. If kn is a positive integer and x e R n , then we write x k for the Λ-th component of x. The set R* is defined by i2* = {xe R n : x k Φ 0 for all k). The Pontryagin character group of R n is identified with R n . We denote typical elements of R n by %, y, , or by χ, ζ, if we are thinking of R n as its own character group. If χeR n then the bounded continuous character determined by χ is defined by x -> exp (-2πiχ oχ)(χe R n ) .
If W is an open subset of R n , then C°°(W) will denote the set of functions which are defined in W and are indefinitely differentiate there. D{W) will denote the set of indefinitely differentiable functions with compact support in W. D'{W) will be written for the space of distributions which have support in W. The space of rapidly decreasing indefinitely differentiable functions on R n and the space of temperate distributions on R n will be designated by S and S', respectively. We shall always assume that S' is equipped with the strong topology β(S', S). For details of these spaces, see Schwartz [4] and [5] .
If / is a continuous function on R n , then Z(f) will denote the set of zeros of /.
Throughout, we use the standard notations of the calculus of n variables; see, for example, Hδrmander [3, p. 4] , If k g n is a positive integer, then j k will denote the projection of R n onto its A -th factor: j k (x) = x k for all x e R n . In general, if a is a multi-index then j a will be written for the function on R n which is defined by j a (x) = With this end in view, let aeR* be arbitrary but fixed. If φ is an arbitrary function in D(R n ) then Lemma 2.5 (b) in Harasymiv [2] tells us that the function η V φs is indefinitely differentiate on iϋ* and that
where Cjf = al/βl(a -β)!. If we notice that for each β we have
Now, if β is a multi-index such that β<a then certainly \β\ < \a\. We may therefore invoke the inductive hypothesis (relation (2.3)) and deduce from (2.6) that
Next we notice that, because of relation (2.1), we have for each x e i? # the equality
Therefore the function τ]\7 φs vanishes everywhere on iϋ* and consequently the same must be true for each of its derivatives. If we combine this fact with relation (2.7) we find that In the proof of the next lemma only, we shall use the following notation. If s is a temperate distribution such that j a s = 0 for at least one multi-index a then we shall write q(s) for the nonnegative integer which is defined by q(s) = min {| a\: j a s = 0}. Otherwise, we shall write q(s) = oo.
REMARK. We notice that supp s Π i2* Φ 0 whenever s is a temperate distribution such that q(s) = oo. This is a consequence of the fact that every temperate distribution is of finite order. Proof. If q(s) = oo then (see the remark above) supps Π JR*=£0. Relation (2.9) then is easily seen to entail that η = 0 on the whole of R n ; and the assertion of the lemma becomes a triviality. It remains to show that Lemma 2.3 is true in the case when q(s) is finite. We shall do this via induction on q(s). More precisely, we shall use induction to demonstrate that the following statement is true for each nonnegative integer m. P m : Let seS' be a temperate distribution with q(s) = m. Then (2.10) is true for every function ηeS which satisfies (2.9).
If m = 0 there is nothing to prove. Thus, assume that m > 0 and that P k is true for each nonnegative integer k < m. We have to show that these assumptions imply the truth of P m .
Choose a multi-index a such that | a \ = q(s) = m. Since m > 0, it follows that a k > 0 for some positive integer k ^ n. Without loss of generality, assume that a λ > 0. Now let φ be an arbitrary function in D(R n ). Reference to Lemma 2.5 (b) in Harasymiv [2] shows that (2.11) jJDSjη Vψs) = ηVφ8 + UtDfl) V φs on R* .
Next notice that q(j\s) <^|α| -l = m -1. In view of this, it is easy to see that the distribution j\seS' and the function DjjeS satisfy the hypotheses of P k for some nonnegative integer k<m. We may therefore appeal to the inductive hypothesis and assert that (D^yoj^ 0 for all x e RK This in turn entails that (JιDj]) x o s = 0 for all x e R*. Therefore for each xeR*
By virtue of this last identity, relation (2.11) may be rewritten in the form (2.12) 3ιDi(V V Φs) = η\7 φs on i?* .
In a similar way (using in turn Lemma 2.5 (b) in Harasymiv [2] and the inductive hypothesis) it can be shown that (2.13) j\D\{η χ/φs) = ηX7φs on R* .
Relations (2.12) and (2.13) together entail that on R* we have the identity
-iiAO? v φs) + iϊ£>ϊo? v ^β) = yVφs + yVΦs .
It follows for this last identity that η V φs -0 on iϊ*; whence we see that for each aeR* V a os(φ) = φs(η a ) = ηV φs(a) = 0 .
Since φeD(R n ) was arbitrary, we infer that (2.10) holds. This establishes the truth of P m ; and the proof of Lemma 2.3 is complete.
Some results about approximation* Let φeS. We shall write T[φ]
for the closed vector subspace of S generated by the set of all functions which have the form x -> φ(ax + b)(x e R n ) where ae 12* and heR n .
Similarly, if ueS' then we shall write T[u] for the closed vector subspace of S' generated by the set of distributions {(u b )
a :aeR*, beR n }. THEOREM 
Suppose that φeS and that ψeS. Then ψe T[φ] if and only if for each multi-index a
Proof. If we bear in mind the Hahn-Banach theorem then the necessity of (3.1) is easy to verify. To establish sufficiency, consider any distribution ue S' such that (3.2) φ a *u = 0 for all aeR* .
Relation (3.2) is seen (if we remember the comment about the Fourier transform of a dilation which was made in § 1) to entail that
Next notice that relation (3.1) implies that for each multi-index a
In view of (3.3) and (3.4), we may apply successively Corollary 2.2 and Lemma 2.3, and deduce that ψ°u -0. Hence also ψ*u -0 .
An appeal to the Hahn-Banach theorem now yields the information 400 S. R. HARASYMIV that feT [φ] . THEOREM (3.5) supp (j a w) c n {α o supp (j a u): aeR*} Proof. Once again the " only if " part is obvious. It remains to establish the truth of the reversed implication; and, according to the Hahn-Banach theorem, we will have done this if we succeed in showing that (3.6) w*φ = 0
Suppose that ueS' and that w e S'. Then w e T[u] if and only if for each multi-index a
whenever <f> e S is such that (3.7) u a *φ = 0 for all a e JS*.
Thus, suppose that ue S' is such that (3.7) holds. Then it is clear that φ a *u -0 for all aeRK Reference to Corollary 2.2 now tells us that for each b e 22* we have
It now follows that for each multi-index a
Relations (3.5) and (3.8) allow us to invoke Lemma 2.3 and assert that φow -0; whence we conclude that (3.6) holds.
4* An alternative form of the results* Theorems 3.1 and may be phrased in such a way that Fourier transform do not figure explicitly in their statement. We give below this alternative form of our previous results. THEOREM 
Suppose that φeS and that feS. Then ψ e T[φ] if and only if the following statement is true:
If fan i ^k} is a subset of {1,2, , n) and {a lf , a k ) is a set nonnegative integers such that Proof. We first prove the " if" part. To this end, we assume that (4.2) is always implied by (4.1) . We have to show that this assumption entails that condition (3.1) 
